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The intercalation of alkali ions into layered materials has played an essential role in battery
technology since the development of the first lithium-ion electrodes. Coulomb repulsion between
the intercalants leads to ordering of the intercalant sublattice, which hinders ionic diffusion and
impacts battery performance. While conventional diffraction can identify the long-range order that
can occur at discrete intercalant concentrations during the charging cycle, it cannot determine
short-range order at other concentrations that also disrupt ionic mobility. In this article, we show
that the use of real-space transforms of single crystal diffuse scattering, measured with high-energy
synchrotron x-rays, allows a model-independent measurement of the temperature dependence of the
length scale of ionic correlations along each of the crystallographic axes in a sodium-intercalated
V2O5. The techniques described here provide a new way of probing the evolution of structural
ordering in crystalline materials.
INTRODUCTION
The cathodes of the first lithium-ion batteries developed
over forty years ago were materials with van der Waals-
bonded layers between which the lithium ions could be
rapidly intercalated and de-intercalated [1, 2]. Since the
first tests on LixTiS2, many other intercalation com-
pounds have been investigated as potential electrodes be-
cause of their rapid charging rates and inherent stability
over multiple charge/discharge cycles [3]. Insertion of
alkali ions between such weakly-bonded layers is highly
reversible because the weak coupling of the intercalants
to the host produces only minor structural modifications
during the electrochemical cycle. The potential use of
multivalent ions in batteries has renewed interest in such
materials [4–6], although weak coupling can compromise
a battery’s gravimetric and volumetric energy density.
The transition metal oxides most frequently used as cath-
odes in consumer electronics, such as LiCoO2 [7], are also
layered materials, albeit with stronger host-intercalant
interactions [8].
Even if the interactions of the alkali ions with the host
lattice are weak, the Coulomb interactions between the
intercalants cannot be ignored, especially at high concen-
trations [9]. Voltage anomalies as a function of lithiation
in TiS2 were quickly ascribed to correlations between the
intercalants induced by Coulomb repulsion [10], causing
changes in the configurational entropy and consequently
the chemical potential for ion insertion [11]. Berlinsky
showed that order-disorder transitions can be inferred
from extrema in the voltage derivatives versus composi-
tion [9]. Such anomalies have also been observed in tran-
sition metal oxide cathodes [12, 13], where they have been
modeled by both lattice gas [13–15] and first-principles
methods [16–18]. Ordering of intercalants impacts bat-
tery performance by disrupting ionic mobility, and there
is evidence that suppressing ordering can improve charg-
ing rates [19].
Order-disorder transitions are usually associated with
discrete stoichiometries, corresponding to commensurate
ordering of the intercalant sublattice. In LixCoO2 and
other transition metal oxides, ordering occurs at x = 12
and a number of other rational fractions [11, 20–22]. Al-
though it is possible to infer order-disorder transitions
at these values from bulk measurements, direct evidence
can only be obtained by the observation of (often weak)
superlattice peaks from unit-cell expansion in diffrac-
tion measurements. The low cross section of lithium
makes this difficult with x-ray scattering, unless asso-
ciated changes in the host lattice space group are observ-
able. For this reason, electron diffraction provided the
first conclusive evidence of lithium-vacancy ordering in
Li0.5CoO2 [23], showing unit-cell doubling both within
and perpendicular to the planes. However, conventional
Bragg diffraction is only sensitive to long-range order and
cannot be used to probe short-range correlations that
will also play a role in decreasing ionic mobility across
the whole composition range. Understanding such cor-
relations is important in modeling diffusion kinetics, for
example as a function of concentration fluctuations close
to the electrolyte interface.
The most powerful technique to probe short-range corre-
lations is single crystal diffuse scattering, using either x-
rays or neutrons, which comprises all the scattering that
results from nanoscale deviations from the average crys-
talline structure [24–26]. The average occupancies of all
the atomic sites within the translationally invariant unit
cell of a crystal can be determined from Bragg peak in-
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2tensities using standard crystallographic techniques, but,
apart from thermal diffuse scattering from lattice vibra-
tions, all the scattering between (and under) the Bragg
peaks results from the presence of local disorder, often
in the form of point defects, such as interstitials and va-
cancies, or of short-range order from defect-defect cor-
relations. When measured over a sufficiently large vol-
ume of reciprocal space, diffuse scattering contains a true
thermodynamic average of disorder scattering from the
entire sample and so is complementary to techniques
that utilize x-ray coherence to reconstruct real-space im-
ages of atomic correlations over a limited coherence vol-
ume.
Although it is an extremely powerful technique, single
crystal diffuse scattering has not been as widely utilized
as, for example, pair-distribution-function (PDF) mea-
surements of polycrystalline materials [27], because of
the challenge of both measuring and modeling large vol-
umes of reciprocal space (Q-space). By contrast, the
PDF technique, which gives a one-dimensional spherical
average of interatomic vector probabilities, has become
a standard tool in materials science because the infor-
mation can be interpreted intuitively and modeled effec-
tively with existing software. In recent years, Thomas
Weber and colleagues have shown that it is possible to
extend the PDF technique to three dimensions by trans-
forming single crystal diffuse scattering into real space
[11]. The result is a Patterson function, containing the
summed probabilities of interatomic vectors in the crystal
with contributions from both the average structure and
local disorder. By excluding Bragg scattering from the
real space transform, the resulting PDF function only in-
cludes those interatomic vectors whose probabilities dif-
fer from the average (3D-∆PDF). This is not possible
in polycrystalline data because of the substantial overlap
of Bragg and diffuse scattering intensity, but in single
crystals, it allows a determination of the length scales
of short-range order extending over 100 A˚ or more. By
exploiting a new generation of fast area detectors, it is
possible to measure sufficiently complete 3D volumes of
reciprocal space in under 20 minutes using high-energy
x-rays at a synchrotron source, enabling the generation
of robust ∆PDFs fast enough to allow detailed studies as
a function of temperature.
We have applied this technique to measure ionic correla-
tions in single crystals of V2O5 intercalated with sodium
ions. In β-NaxV2O5, the sodium ions are confined to
two-leg ladders [29], but the configuration of ions within
the partially-occupied ladders cannot be determined by
powder diffraction alone. The ∆PDFs reveal both the
tendency for sodium ions to form zig-zag configurations
within each ladder, which are in phase with those in
neighbouring ladders, as well as the temperature depen-
dence of the correlation length of this ordering in all three
crystallographic directions, obtained from the exponen-
tial decay of the ∆PDF intensities. It has previously been
reported that this material undergoes a structural phase
transition above 200 K [30], but our results show that
this temperature marks a crossover from two- to three-
dimensional correlations without true long-range order
being established down to 30 K. In the following arti-
cle, we describe the measurement process in more detail,
the steps used to generate the 3D-∆PDF results, and the
subsequent analysis to extract ionic correlation lengths,
before discussing the implications of this technique for
studying battery electrodes and other disordered materi-
als.
RESULTS
The orthorhombic structure of pure V2O5 consists of
both edge- and corner-shared square pyramids that form
van der Waals-bonded planes, between which a variety
of cations may be intercalated [31]. However, for some
intercalants above a critical concentration, the structure
transforms to a monoclinic β-phase (space group C2/m)
with a more complex network of vanadium oxide octa-
hedra and square pyramids that contain one-dimensional
channels, into which the intercalated cations are inserted
(Fig. 1) [29, 32]. In β-NaxV2O5 (0.2 . x . 0.5), the
intercalants partially occupy a sublattice of two-leg lad-
ders, whose legs are parallel to the crystal’s b-axis and
whose rungs are parallel to the c-axis. The ladder sites
would be filled with a value of x = 23 , but stereochemical
constraints should prevent occupations greater than 50%
since the ladder rungs are too short (<2 A˚). It has been
postulated that the excess sodium ions would occupy ad-
ditional octahedral and tetrahedral sites for x > 0.33 in
a β′-phase [17], but these have never been conclusively
observed. In the Supplementary Information, we discuss
features in our data that provide evidence in favour of the
FIG. 1. The monoclinic structure of Na0.45V2O5. The sodium
ions (green) sit on two-leg ladders with rungs parallel to
the crystallographic c-axis in channels parallel to the b-axis
formed by the lattice of edge- and corner-shared vanadium
oxide octahedra and square pyramids (blue). Neigbouring
ladders along the a-axis, i.e., at ± 1
2
a, are displaced by 1
2
b.
Dashed lines show the unit cell boundaries.
3FIG. 2. Diffuse scattering from Na0.45V2O5 in the Q = (H
1
2
L) plane at (a) 50 K, (b) 200 K, and (c) 250 K, displayed in
reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.), and the resulting ∆PDF in the (0yz) plane at (d) 50 K, (e) 200 K, and (f) 250 K, displayed in
lattice units (l.u. with a = 15.36 A˚, b = 3.61 A˚, c = 10.05 A˚ at 100 K)
octahedral site occupation preferred in Ref. 17.
We measured diffuse x-ray scattering on single crystals of
β′-NaxV2O5 with x = 0.45, corresponding to 68% occu-
pation, using high-energy monochromatic beams at two
synchrotron x-ray sources, the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) and the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
(CHESS). Advances in the dynamic range and speed of
x-ray area detectors now allow both the Bragg peaks and
diffuse scattering to be measured efficiently, with three-
dimensional volumes of scattering in reciprocal space,
S(Q), collected in under 20 minutes at each tempera-
ture. More details are given in the Methods section and
the Supplementary Information.
The diffuse scattering is mostly confined to rods that are
parallel to H, i.e., orthogonal to the ladders, occurring
at half-integer values of K (Fig. 2), from which we can
infer that there is predominantly two-dimensional short-
range order within the ladder planes generated by ionic
correlations within the sodium sublattice that tend to
double the unit cell along b. A sinusoidal modulation
of the rod intensities as a function of L, i.e., parallel to
the direction of the ladder rungs, whose periodicity is
the inverse of the rung length, indicates that site occu-
pations across each ladder rung are strongly correlated.
At room temperature, there are no sharp peaks along
the rods (Fig. 2c), which are broad laterally (∼0.1 A˚-1
along K and ∼0.13 A˚-1 along L), indicating that cor-
relation lengths are of the order of 10-20 A˚. However,
below ∼230 K, peaks start to appear at all integer val-
ues of H (Fig. 2b), growing steadily in intensity down
to the lowest measured temperature of 30 K (Fig. 2a).
These peaks are evidence of the development of longer-
range three-dimensional correlations within the sodium
sublattice below ∼230 K, in agreement with previous x-
ray measurements [10, 30].
Most analyses of diffuse scattering require a calculation of
the Q-variation of the data using atomistic models that
parametrize the disorder, but an alternative approach
is to Fourier transform the data to generate real-space
PDFs. This has the advantage of converting complicated
intensity distributions in reciprocal space into discrete
peaks in real space, whose positions and intensities are
given by the interatomic vectors present in the disordered
structure and their weighted probabilities, respectively.
A further simplification is to include in the generated
PDFs only those peaks whose probabilities deviate from
the average structure. This is possible using the “Punch
and Fill” method pioneered by Weber et al [11], which
4FIG. 3. Fits to the temperature dependence of the ∆PDF peak intensities along the (a) x-direction, (b) y-direction, and (c)
z-direction. The model is the product of an exponential decay from the pair correlations and a Gaussian envelope from the
finite Q-resolution. The data are shown from 50 K (blue) to 250 K (red) in steps of 50 K.
utilizes the fact that the total scattering can be sepa-
rated into two components: one representing the average
crystal, i.e., the Bragg peaks, and the other representing
scattering from defects.
Itot(Q) = F (Q)F
∗(Q) = |FHKL(Q)|2 + |∆F (Q)|2 (1)
where Itot(Q) is the measured total scattering and F (Q)
is proportional to the Fourier transform of the electron
density. The Fourier transform of this scattering function
is also separable.
Ptot(r) = FT[|FHKL(Q)|2] + FT[|∆F (Q)|2]
= PHKL(r) + ∆P (r)
(2)
PHKL is the Patterson function of the average structure
while ∆P (r), or the 3D-∆PDF, is the difference Pat-
terson function due to the disorder. The “Punch and
Fill” method isolates ∆P (r) by eliminating the Bragg
peaks, i.e., by removing the scattering in a small sphere
around each Bragg peak and interpolating over the miss-
ing data, before performing the Fourier transform. The
resulting ∆PDF contains both positive and negative val-
ues for interatomic vectors that are, respectively, more
or less probable than in the average structure.
We have used this technique to produce ∆PDFs, which
eliminate any contribution from the framework V2O5 lat-
tice to first order and leave only the sodium-sodium pair
correlations. In the average structure determined by
powder diffraction [35], the sodium sites are randomly
occupied but our data shows that there are significant
short-range correlations. In Fig. 2d-f, the ∆PDF in the
b−c plane is displayed as a symmetric log plot consisting
of triplet patterns of red and blue dots corresponding to
positive and negative probabilities, respectively (see the
inset to Fig. 2d). These triplet motifs are consistent with
the allowed sodium-sodium interatomic vectors; the two-
leg ladders of the real-space structure produce three-leg
ladders in the PDFs, since they include interatomic vec-
tors that connect sites on the left leg to sites on the right
leg and vice versa.
There are weaker ∆PDF peaks in other planes that could
either be associated with additional sodium sites, such as
those proposed by Galy et al [17], or with relaxations
of the vanadium and oxygen ions. In the scattering
data, additional superlattice peaks are also observed at
K = ± 16 , below ∼130 K, which is the temperature of
a metal-insulator transition ascribed to V4+/V5+ charge
ordering [9, 10]. These give rise to a weak modulation of
the ∆PDF intensity along the y-axis, but does not ap-
pear to affect the sodium correlations significantly. These
additional features are discussed in the Supplementary
Information.
Some immediate conclusions can be drawn by inspection
of the ∆PDF data. Figure 2 shows that the nearest-
neighbour sites within the ladder are less likely to be oc-
cupied, but next-nearest-neighbour sites are more likely
to be occupied, leading to a zig-zag configuration of occu-
pied sites. This is expected from considerations of both
stereochemistry and Coulomb repulsion. Furthermore,
these zig-zag configurations are in phase with neighbour-
ing ladders, since the vectors connecting sites on the same
leg (left or right), i.e., with ±ma ± nc, where m and n
are integers, have positive probability whereas those con-
necting the opposite legs are negative. At 250 K (Fig.
2f), these correlations extend over only a few neigbour-
ing sodium ladders, but as the temperature is lowered,
the correlation length increases significantly, as seen at
200 K (Fig. 2e). At 50 K, the correlations extend over
more than 100 A˚ in all directions (Fig. 2d). Since we have
not removed the low-temperature peaks from the k = 12
rods, it is evident that the ∆PDFs are able to track con-
tinuously the growth in correlations from above to below
the transition temperature, with the ∆PDF peak inten-
sities providing a measure of the incipient order parame-
5ter.
To quantify the growth in correlations, we have mod-
eled the dependence of the ∆PDF peak intensities on
interatomic distance. Figure 3 shows that these inten-
sities follow an exponential decay at high temperature,
consistent with a one-dimensional Ornstein-Zernike func-
tion [37]. At lower temperature, it is necessary to in-
FIG. 4. The results of fitting the ∆PDF peak intensities to
a decaying exponential as a function of temperature along
the three crystallographic axes: (a) the amplitude of the
∆PDF exponential decays at r = 0 along the x (blue), y
(red), and z (green) directions, (b) the correlation length of
sodium pair correlations derived from the decay constant, and
(c) the inverse correlation length. A beam failure prevented
measurements between 60 and 110 K. Reliable fits along the
x-direction were not possible above 230 K because the ∆PDF
intensities were too weak.
clude the effect of the finite resolution in reciprocal space,
which produces in an envelope function in real space.
Its Gaussian width can be estimated by fitting the to-
tal PDF, i.e., the data transformed without eliminat-
ing the Bragg peaks, which represents long-range crys-
talline order. The ∆PDF intensities have then been fit
to the product of this Gaussian envelope function with a
temperature-dependent exponential decay, whose decay
constant is a direct measure of the correlation length, ξ.
More details are provided in the Supplementary Informa-
tion.
The temperature dependence of these fits is shown in
Fig. 3 along all three crystallographic directions. As
the correlation length approaches 200 A˚, the effect of
the finite resolution leads to an increase in the the error
bars although ξ and the r = 0 amplitude of the ∆PDF
correlations is measurable down to 30 K.
DISCUSSION
The elimination of the interatomic vector probabilities
of the average structure from the PDF allows the range
of short-range order to be determined over length scales
that exceed 100 A˚, which means that the correlation of
ions undergoing an order-disorder transition can be mon-
itored as a function of temperature from well-above to
well-below the transition (Fig. 4). In β-Na0.45V2O5,
there is a gradual increase in the correlation lengths along
the y and z directions, ξy and ξz, from 275 K to 230 K,
which is easier to see in plots of ξ−1 vs temperature (Fig.
4c). At ∼230 K, this induces a sharp increase in correla-
tion length of the sodium pair correlations along the x-
axis, ξx, i.e., perpendicular to the sodium ladder planes,
marking a cross-over from two- to three-dimensional cor-
relations (Fig. 4b). However, it does not appear to be
a true second-order phase transition, since ξx saturates
at 190 K with a value of only 170 A˚, corresponding to
approximately 10 unit cells or 20 ladder planes. The in-
crease in ξx in turn generates a more rapid increase in ξy
and ξz, again without leading to a true divergence. The
maximum correlation length at 30 K is still under 200 A˚.
Instead of a discontinuity in the slope of the inverse corre-
lation lengths, ξ−1y and ξ
−1
z , defining a unique transition
temperature, there is a crossover between two tempera-
ture regimes at ∼200 K close to where ξx saturates (Fig.
4c).
We propose that the saturation in ξx is a consequence of
frustration. Due to the body-centring of the monoclinic
structure, the ladder sites in the y-z planes at x = 0 and
x = 12a are shifted by ± 12b, which makes the strength
of the Coulomb interactions independent of the phase of
the zig-zag site occupations between such neighbouring
planes. This degeneracy implies that the phase must be
stabilized by next-nearest-neighbour interactions, which
may be weak enough to allow stacking faults along the
6x-axis, preventing true long-range order. Disorder of the
excess sodium ions that cannot be accommodated on the
ladder sites would contribute to this frustration provid-
ing local pinning of the zig-zag phase. The fall in ξx
below 190 K indicates that any such frustration mecha-
nism is increased by the growth in intraplanar correla-
tions. This could be tested by further measurements on
β-Na0.33V2O5, corresponding to precisely 50% occupa-
tion of the ladder sites.
The intensities of the ∆PDF peaks increase monotoni-
cally with decreasing temperature (Fig. 4a). Along the
x-axis, the temperature dependence of the amplitude re-
sembles an incipient order parameter, with a value close
to 0 above the transition (see Fig. S5 in the Supplemen-
tary Information). However, along the y and z direc-
tions, there is a much weaker temperature dependence
reflecting the strong nearest-neighbour correlations at all
temperatures.
CONCLUSION
Transforming x-ray diffuse scattering data into 3D-
∆PDFs produces a remarkable simplification in how the
data are represented. It is possible to interpret the short-
range order in the crystal structure without a detailed
simulation of the disorder, which has in the past re-
quired the optimization of a large number of parameters
over a substantial volume of reciprocal space. In fact,
the PDF intensities directly determined from the trans-
formed data are related by simple analytic functions to
the Warren-Cowley parameters that are frequently used
to parametrize diffuse scattering models [24]. Even with-
out a well-defined model of the underlying disorder, our
results show that the spatial dependence of the PDF
intensities provides a method of extracting correlation
lengths as a function of temperature or other parametric
variable.
The ability to generate a real-space “image” from recip-
rocal space data makes this a powerful tool in the in-
vestigation of intercalation compounds, as it is especially
suited to the measurement of ionic correlations on a sub-
lattice that is distinct from the host structure. Although
we have not yet tested this technique on lithiated com-
pounds, we believe that the elimination of the average
structure of heavier elements will allow lithium-lithium
correlations to be measured in spite of their low cross sec-
tion. In this article, the method has allowed us to show
that the apparent order-disorder transition reported in
NaxV2O5 is actually a crossover from two-dimensional
to three-dimensional correlations, with interplanar cor-
relations saturating at only ∼150 A˚, probably because
of frustration. Such detailed insight into intercalant con-
centrations is not possible by any other method.
Although we have focused on layered materials, the tech-
nique can be utilized in more three-dimensional inser-
tion compounds such as the oxide spinels [15], as well
as many other disordered materials. The principal lim-
itation of this technique is the need for single crystals,
which makes in situ experiments within functioning bat-
tery cells challenging, although not impossible. Sample
thicknesses can be 100 µm or less, and provided the rest
of the cell is polycrystalline, the real-space transform will
only contain discrete peaks that correspond to the crys-
talline electrode. Measuring the phase diagram of order-
disorder transitions as a function of both temperature
and intercalant concentration will allow the strength of
inter-ionic interactions to be determined and improve our
understanding of the how they limit ionic mobility. Such
measurements could also be used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of strategies for mitigating these limitations, for
example by co-intercalation with aliovalent cations [38] or
substitution of transition metals on the vanadium sites
[39], in order to disrupt ordering phenomena.
METHODS
Synthesis
NaxV2O5 crystals were grown using a self-flux technique.
Five grams of vanadium pentoxide (V2O5, Aldrich, >
98%) was placed into a nickel crucible and placed in an
oven inside an Ar-atmosphere glovebox. The sample was
heated to 720°C. While liquid, the crucible was removed
from the furnace and a stoichiometric amount of sodium
iodide (NaI, Aldrich 99.5%) was added to the liquid. The
sample was then put back in the furnace and cooled to
650°C over a one hour period, then radiatively cooled
to room temperature. Single crystals were isolated from
the flux. EDX analysis showed that the sodium con-
centration, when normalized to the nominal vanadium
stoichiometry, was x = 0.45± 0.02.
X-ray Scattering
Three-dimensional volumes of diffuse x-ray scattering
were collected at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) and
the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS).
The APS data was measured on Sector 6-ID-D using an
incident energy of 87.1 keV and a Dectris Pilatus 2M with
a 1 mm-thick CdTe sensor layer. The CHESS data were
measured on beamline A2 using an incident beam energy
of 27.3 keV and a Dectris Pilatus 6M detector with a
1 mm-thick Si sensor layer. The data were collected from
30 K to 300 K, with samples cooled by flowing He gas be-
low 100 K and N2 gas above 100 K. During the measure-
ments, the samples were continuously rotated about an
axis perpendicular to the beam at 1° per second over 370°,
with images read out every 0.1 s. Three sets of rotation
7images were collected for each sample at each tempera-
ture to fill in gaps between the detector chips. The re-
sulting images were stacked into a three-dimensional ar-
ray, oriented using an automated peak search algorithm,
and transformed in reciprocal space coordinates using the
software package CCTW (Crystal Coordinate Transfor-
mation Workflow) [4], allowing S(Q) to be determined
over a range of ∼±15 A˚−1 in all directions. Further de-
tails are given in the Supplementary Information.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Data Reduction
The diffuse scattering data were measured using
m ochromati be ms of high-en rgy x-rays at the Ad-
vanced Photon Source (APS) on Sector 6-ID-D and at
the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS)
on Beamline A2, with incident energies of 87.1 keV and
27.3 keV respectively. The data were collected on area
detectors in the Dectris Pilatus series, which have 20 bit
dynamic range, low backgrounds, and fast readout times.
The APS data were collected on a Pilatus 2M detector
w th a 1 mm CdTe sensor layer optimized for high x-ray
energies, and the CHESS data were collected on a Pila-
tus 6M detector with a 1 mm silicon sensor layer. The
distance of the detectors behind the sample were 650 mm
at the APS and 700 mm at CHESS.
During data collection, the sample was continuously ro-
tated in the x-ray beam through more than 360° while an
area detector captured images every 0.1°. This rotation
method is in common use in crystallography, where the
image frames are used to determine Bragg peak positions
and intensities before the rest of the data is discarded.
However, for diffuse scattering, all the data is preserved
and transformed into three-dimensional reciprocal space
coordinates, Q=(HKL).
Here is an outline of the experimental workflow. Further
details will be given in another publication.
1. Before mounting the crystal, the detector distance,
as well as yaw and pitch corrections, were deter-
mined by measurement of a CeO2 powder standard,
analyzed using the PyFAI package [1].
2. The sample was mounted on a goniometer with a φ
motor allowing continuous 370° rotations at 1° s−1
about a horizontal axis perpendicular to the beam,
during which frames were captured at 10 Hz on the
detector, i.e., every 0.1°. After a complete rotation,
the detector was twice moved on a translation stage
by 5 mm in both the horizontal and vertical direc-
9tions perpendicular to the beam and the rotation
was repeated each time. This ensured that scat-
tering into the gaps between the detector chips in
one rotation scan were measured in one of the other
two scans. At the APS, the axis of the φ rotation
was also shifted by ±15° about the vertical direc-
tion perpendicular to the φ axis, i.e., the ω axis
in Fig. S1. This is because we observed detector
artifacts caused by Compton scattering within the
sensor layer when intense Bragg peaks hit the de-
tector. This caused a disc of excess counts around
each Bragg peak occurring in a few frames where
the Bragg intensity was strong. By rotating about
the ω axis between each rotation scan, these discs
were also rotated in reciprocal space, allowing the
spurious counts to be masked at one ω setting while
ensuring that those regions of reciprocal space were
covered by the other scans. Three sample rotations
took 20 minutes to complete. Nearly all the data
shown in this article is from the later APS experi-
ment, but the analysis was initially developed using
the CHESS data, which produced very similar re-
sults and was used in the order parameter analysis
shown below.
At the APS the sample temperature was controlled
by a cryostream provided by an Oxford Instrument
FIG. S1. Experimental configuration on Sector 6-ID-D at
the Advanced Photon Source. The detector is mounted per-
pendicular to the incident beam 650 mm behind the sample.
For each measurement, the sample is rotated continuously
through 370° about the φ axis, which is in the horizontal
plane. The rotation is repeated twice, with the φ axis rotated
about the vertical ω axis by ±15° (ω = 0 corresponds to the φ
axis perpendicular to the beam) and the detector translated
by 5 mm in both the x and y directions perpendicular to the
beam.
n-HeliX Cryodrive, with a helium gas flow for tem-
peratures from 30 K to 100 K and nitrogen gas
flow for temperatures above 100 K. At CHESS, a
nitrogen cryostream was used with a base tempera-
ture of 100 K. Use of cryostreams ensured that the
only background arose from air scattering from the
incident beam before the beam stop. This was es-
timated by collecting data without a sample in the
beam. Correcting for this background is discussed
in the next section.
3. After the sample rotations, the measured frames
collected as TIFF or CBF images were stacked into
three-dimensional HDF5 arrays, which were then
externally linked to files containing the experimen-
tal metadata stored using the NeXus format [2]. At
the APS, the three arrays (one for each φ rotation)
were ∼30 GB in size uncompressed.
4. The locations of all the Bragg peaks in the 3D data
volume were determined by an automated search
followed by a refinement of the UB matrix using
the Python package NXrefine [3].
5. The UB matrix was used to transform separately
the three HDF5 arrays into reciprocal lattice coor-
dinates and then merged using the CCTW package
[4]. The transformed data were stored in separate
HDF5 files that were also externally linked to the
same NeXus file as the raw data.
6. The resulting data were analyzed using the NeXpy
package [5], a PyQt GUI, which allows the data to
be visualized in Matplotlib windows [6] and manip-
ulated in an IPython shell [7]. The Punch-and-Fill
method described in the next section was imple-
mented as Python scripts within NeXpy.
This workflow has now been used for a number of exper-
iments on at APS and CHESS. The complete analysis
workflow can be performed in under an hour depend-
ing on the host computer. Once an initial UB matrix has
been determined at one temperature, it can be optimized
at other temperatures automatically, with refinements for
the small changes in lattice parameter with temperature.
A workflow system has been set up for data at the APS
that distributes the analysis for each run to a different
node on a Hadoop cluster, allowing the data reduction
to be completed in the same or less time as the measure-
ments (20 minutes per temperature). A different strategy
produced similar efficiency gains at CHESS, where the
CCTW operation was split into multiple segments and
run in parallel in a multi-node cluster using the Swift/T
data workflow language [8].
Correction for Air Scattering
The most serious source of background in the experimen-
tal configuration shown in Fig. S1 is air scattering from
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FIG. S2. Correction for air scattering: (a) Diffuse scattering from Na0.45V2O5 in the (H
1
2
L) plane at 250 K. This is the original
data used in Fig. 2c in the article, (b) measurement without a sample, and (c) the measurement corrected for air scattering.
The intensity scale is in arbitrary units.
the incident beam between the final aperture in the inci-
dent collimation to the beam stop just behind the sam-
ple. This causes circularly symmetric scattering that is
invariant during the sample rotation (Fig. S2).
To correct for this, we performed a measurement without
a sample in the beam and then used the UB matrix de-
termined from the sample to create a three-dimensional
background scan. Fig. S2 shows a slice through the 250 K
data at K = 0.5 ± 0.02, along with the equivalent slice
in the air scattering data, and the result of subtracting
the central air-scattering peak within a radius of 6.2 A˚−1
about the origin. A cut through this data at L = 0 is
shown in Fig. S3.
Fig. 2 of the main article shows the measured data cor-
rected for air scattering, which was used in the subse-
quent ∆PDF analysis discussed in the next section. Even
if it were not subtracted, the air scattering only adds a
FIG. S3. Cuts at L = 0 through the 2D slices shown in Fig.
S2
spherically symmetric component to the ∆PDF at low
distances (< 4A˚). This would not affect the correlation
length analysis shown in Fig. 3 of the main article, which
is based on ∆PDF values at longer distances.
Observation of Charge Order
Na0.33V2O5 has a metal-insulator transition at 136 K [9],
which has been associated with superlattice peaks ob-
served at K = ± 16 with respect to the Bragg peaks of the
room-temperature structure [10]. These additional peaks
are evident in the data from Na0.45V2O5 first appearing
at ∼130 K. Fig. S4 shows a slice through the (HK2)
plane displaying the sequence of superlattice peaks aris-
ing from structural modulations at low temperature. At
250 K, only the Bragg peaks for the C2/m structure at
integer (HKL) are visible. At 150 K, the additional su-
perlattice peaks at K = ± 12 , which forms the main topic
of this article, are evident. At 50 K, the extra peaks at
K = ± 16 are also clear.
Although we don’t believe these peaks result from long-
range order, since the correlation lengths determined
from the ∆PDF never exceed 200A˚, their intensities do
nevertheless follow a temperature dependence that re-
sembles the order parameters of second-order phase tran-
sitions. Fig. S5 shows the temperature dependence of
the intensity of the superlattice peaks at K = ± 12 and
K = ± 16 . This was obtained by integrating all the super-
lattice peaks in a number of planes. We compare data
measured at the APS in steps of 10 K from 30 to 250 K
(apart from the missing region from 70 to 100 K caused
by a beam failure) with data measured at CHESS in steps
of 5 K from 100 K to 150 K and steps of 10 K from
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FIG. S4. Scattering from Na0.45V2O5 in the (HK 2) plane at (a) 50 K, (b) 150 K, and (c) 250 K.
160 K to 300 K. The temperatures of the CHESS data
were shifted by +5 K to calibrate the transition temper-
atures to the APS data. Since the K = ± 12 and K = ± 16
integrals in Fig. S5 were determined from a different
number of peaks, whose structure factors vary with Q,
the intensities are compared with arbitrary normaliza-
tion. We also compare the K = ± 12 intensities measured
directly from the total scattering with the x = 0 value
of the ∆PDF shown in Fig. 4a, which has a very similar
temperature dependence.
The smooth lines in Fig. S5 are the results of fits to the
APS data to a power law scaling function.
I(T) = I(0)
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FIG. S5. Temperature dependence of the superlattice peaks in
Na0.45V2O5. Circles (squares) represent the order parameter
associated with the K = ± 1
2
(K = ± 1
6
) peaks measured at
APS (blue) and CHESS (brown). The red circles are the
∆PDF values at x = 0 (Fig. 4a), which approximately follow
the K = ± 1
2
order parameter. The smooth lines are fits to
the APS data explained in the text.
For the K = ± 12 peaks, the (“pseudo-”)order parameter
has a Tc of 221.3 K with β = 0.285. For the K = ± 16
peaks, Tc = 121.5 K with β = 0.273.
PDF ANALYSIS
Punch-and-Fill Method
We have utilized the Punch-and-Fill method developed
by Thomas Weber and colleagues at ETH Zu¨rich [11,
12], in order to produce 3D-∆PDF data from the diffuse
scattering. As shown in Equation 2 of the main article,
removing the Bragg peaks before Fourier transforming
the data produces a difference Patterson function, which
only includes interatomic vector probabilities that differ
from the average crystalline lattice.
Fig. S6 shows an example of the process. The three-
dimensional volume containing the total scattering is first
symmetrized by operations consistent with the Laue sym-
metry (Fig. S6a). Then a small sphere of diameter
0.3 A˚−1 around each of the Bragg peaks at integer (HKL)
is removed (Fig. S6b). The resulting holes in the data
would create further artifacts when Fourier-transformed
[13], so it is essential to interpolate over them smoothly.
We used an interpolation method implemented by the
Astropy convolution module [14], which is designed to
handle missing data in astrophysical observations. This
requires a three-dimensional Gaussian kernel, which we
developed based on the two-dimensional kernel provided
by the Astropy package. The resulting data is shown in
Fig. S6c.
The resulting three-dimensional volume is then trans-
formed to real space using the Fast Fourier Transform
method implemented using the Scipy fftpack module [15].
To reduce leakage artifacts, we used the Tukey window
with α = 0.5 [16], which is the tapering function that
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FIG. S6. Punch-and-Fill: (a) Symmetrized data in the (HK 0) plane, (b) the same data with a sphere of diameter 0.3 A˚−1
around each Bragg peak at integer (HKL)s removed, and (c) the data with interpolation over the punched holes.
best preserves the spatial resolution and minimally dis-
torts the data.
Analysis of Total PDF
The scattering data has finite Q-resolution due to a com-
bination of experimental parameters (beam divergence
and sample mosaic) and the binning of the data. We
have approximated the resolution function as a Gaussian
in reciprocal space with a width that is independent of Q.
When transformed into real space, this resolution func-
tion generates a broad Gaussian envelope that suppresses
the PDF at high distance.
In order to correct for this envelope function when ana-
lyzing the ∆PDF intensities, we transformed the scatter-
ing without removing the Bragg peaks in order to gen-
erate a total PDF. Since this represents the long-range
structure, the PDF intensities should be independent of
distance, so any modulation of the intensity will be due
to the finite resolution. Fig. S7 shows a x − y slice at
z = 0 in the data measured at 275 K. As expected the
FIG. S7. PDF in the x− y plane from Na0.45V2O5 measured
at 275 K
PDF is dominated by discrete peaks at all integer values
of x, y, and z in lattice units (l.u. with a = 15.36 A˚,
b = 3.61 A˚. and c = 10.05 A˚), representing all the possi-
ble translations of the crystalline unit cell, with a mono-
tonic decrease in intensity in all directions.
To obtain the parameters of the Gaussian envelope, we
have fit a Gaussian function to the peak intensities along
all three crystallographic directions, excluding the r = 0
value, which contains contributions from smoothly vary-
ing backgrounds in the measured scattering. Fig. S8
shows that cuts along the three axes consist of sharp
peaks at multiples of the lattice parameters with weak
leakage oscillations visible between them. Systematic
variations in these background oscillations along the y-
axis may result from aliasing, but there is no evidence
that this affects the analysis, since a single Gaussian gives
an excellent fit over the entire range.
The resulting standard deviations, σ, are approximately
independent of temperature.
Temperature σx (A˚) σy (A˚) σz (A˚)
30 K 58.93 40.65 41.97
150 K 60.49 41.94 42.85
275 K 59.47 43.69 44.33
The bin widths of the total scattering in r.l.u. were 0.05,
0.02, 0.05, along the H, K, and L directions, respectively.
These correspond to ∆QH = 0.020 A˚, ∆QK = 0.035 A˚,
and ∆QL = 0.031 A˚, whose ratios approximately cor-
respond to the ratios of their respective σ values, so it
appears that binning of the total scattering is an impor-
tant component in the effective Q-resolution.
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FIG. S8. Gaussian fits to the peak intensities of the 3D total PDF along the (a) x-direction, (b) y-direction, and (c) z-direction.
The blue lines represent the total PDF, the blue circles are the peak values determined from the maxima, and the red line is
the Gaussian fit. The extra intensity at r = 0 arises from backgrounds that are broad in reciprocal space.
Analysis of 3D-∆PDF
The three-dimensional arrays containing the ∆PDF data
generated by the Punch-and-Fill method consist almost
entirely of discrete peaks occurring at (xyz) positions
that correspond to interatomic vectors in the C2/m
structure. The peak intensities are given by summing
the probabilities of all possible atom pairs separated by
the same vector weighted by their respective atomic scat-
tering factors. Each of these probabilities can be positive
or negative if the vector occurs, respectively, more or less
frequently than in the average structure.
Inspection of the transformed data shows that the
∆PDF in Na0.45V2O5 is dominated by vectors connect-
ing sodium ions on the network of two-leg ladders. As
explained in the main article, these vectors form three-leg
ladders, since the origin of the interatomic vector can be
on either the left or right leg and connect to atoms on the
right, same or left legs. The length of each ladder rung
is ∼0.18c or 1.8 A˚, so the triplets occur at la+mb+ nc
and la+mb+ (n± 0.18)c, where l, m, and n are integers
(Fig. S9). These vector triplets form the strongest peaks
in the ∆PDF at all temperatures, confirming the conjec-
ture that the disorder is mostly confined to the sodium
sublattice in Na0.45V2O5.
Fig. S9 is displayed on a symmetric log scale, in which
all positive values are displayed in shades of red and all
negative values are stored in shades of blue. The triplets
all consist of blue-red-blue or red-blue-red spots, reflect-
ing the stereochemical constraint preventing the simul-
taneous occupation of neighbouring ladder sites because
the rung is so short. Furthermore, the triplets alternate
between the two colour sequences showing that nearest
neighbour sites along each leg are also unoccupied. With-
out any further modeling, it is possible to infer that the
ladder sites tend to be occupied in a zig-zag pattern al-
ternating between left and right legs from one rung to
the next.
It is also possible to infer that the zig-zag configuration in
all neighbouring ladders is in phase, because our results
show that probability of interatomic vectors at all values
of la + mb + nc, are positive, provided m is even. At
50 K, all the ∆PDF peaks along the x axis are positive,
so the ladder occupations are in phase from one plane
to the next. Peaks at integer values of z l.u. are also
positive showing that neighbouring ladders within each
plane are in phase. The peaks at integer z l.u. are all
accompanied by negative peaks at ∼±0.2c. The y-axis
peaks are positive for all even integers and negative for
odd integers, because of the alternating site occupation
along each leg.
The size of each ∆PDF peak is ∼3 pixels in each direc-
tion, so we have analyzed the peak intensities by taking
FIG. S9. ∆PDF in the y−z plane from Na0.45V2O5 measured
at 50 K displayed in lattice units (l.u. with a = 15.36 A˚,
b = 3.61 A˚. and c = 10.05 A˚). The green-dashed lines repre-
sent the cuts taken along the y and z axes in the subsequent
analysis. The green square shows the cross section of the or-
thgonal cut along the x axis. Peak intensities along these cuts
were used in the fits shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. S10. Cuts of the ∆PDF at 50 K along the three principal crystallographic directions (blue lines) along with the peak
extrema (red circles). (a,b,c) Cuts that pass through the origin. (d,e,f) Average of cuts through z = ±0.2c (See Fig. S9).
cuts along the three axes that are three pixels wide in
the two orthogonal directions (Fig. S9). Fig. S10a, b,
and c shows cuts through the origin along the x, y, and z
axes taken at 50 K. As discussed above, all the x-axis and
z-axis peaks at integer lattice units are positive, whereas
the y-axis peaks are alternately positive and negative.
However, the y-axis plot shows a further modulation with
a period of 6 lattice units, which arises from the second
phase transition at ∼130 K discussed in a previous sec-
tion. Since integer values of x, y, and z l.u. connect
neighbouring unit cells, they could, in principle, contain
contributions from any atoms in the structure affected by
local structural distortions. The Punch-and-Fill method
did not eliminate the superlattice peaks at K = ± 16 , so
the additional modulation seen along the y-axis could
arise from modulations of the VOx polyhedra.
For this reason, we used the cuts shown in Fig. S9, which
are displaced from the origin by z = ±0.2c, since all such
vectors are unique to the sodium sublattice. Since the
peak closest to the origin is negative, all the other peaks
separated by integer values of x l.u. and even integers
of y l.u. are also negative, so we have used the negative
peaks to derive the ∆PDF values in our analysis of the
correlation lengths shown in Fig. 3. These are shown
in Fig. S10d, e , and f. Fig. S10e shows no sign of
the additional y-axis modulation that is evident in Fig.
S10b, so the sodium ladder correlations are not affected
by the charge ordering, to first order.
Exponential Decay Fits
The fits shown in Fig. 3 of the main article are to the
product of two functions. The first is a decaying exponen-
tial, Aexp (−r/ξ), representing the Na-Na correlations.
It has two variables; A, the amplitude of the decay at
r = 0 in arbitrary units and ξ, the correlation length in
Angstroms. The second is a Gaussian representing the
envelope function caused by finite Q-resolution. It is cen-
tred at 0, with a standard deviation fixed to the respec-
tive σ values for x, y, and z at 275 K values shown in the
table above. Along the y and z directions, no additional
components are required to fit the data. However, along
x, there is a weak peak centred at x = 0 above 240 K
that is inconsistent with the exponential decay. The peak
FIG. S11. ∆PDF along the x-direction from 200 K to 275 K.
A Gaussian function (green dashed line) was subtracted from
the data before the fits shown in Fig. 3, which have the same
intensity scale.
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FIG. S12. Slice of the ∆PDF in the x− y plane at (a) 50 K, (b) 150 K, and (c) 250 K.
is temperature-independent from 240 K to 275 K (Fig.
S11). Inspection of the 3D ∆PDF shows no evidence of
well-defined peaks along the x axies so we believe the
increased PDF intensity reflects residual leakage which
is known to peak in high-symmetry directions. A simi-
lar background might be present along the y and z axes,
but it would be masked by the much stronger correla-
tions in those directions. The green dashed line shows
the background that was estimated by fitting a Gaussian
function at 275 K and then subtracted from the x-axis
data at lower temperature.
Additional Sodium Sites
Although the ∆PDF is dominated by the triplet motifs
arising from the sodium ladders, there are other weaker
peaks that throw light on the disordered structure. Fig.
S12 shows a cut in the x − y plane that reveals some of
these at 50 K, 150 K, and 250 K. The peaks at x = ±a
arise from the three-dimensional inter-ladder correlations
that start to grow at 230 K, while those at x = 0 arise
from the persistence of correlations along the ladders
above this temperature. However, there are also peaks
(mostly positive) at x = ± 12a that are only seen at low
y . 2b apart from weaker negative peaks at 50 K. These
occur at half-integer values of y l.u., and would connect
the ladders in the x = 0 and x = 12a planes, since these
are displaced along y by ± 12b.
It is unlikely that these x = 12a peaks result from corre-
lations between the two neighbouring ladders at x = 0
and x = 12a. The peaks do not alternate in sign along
the y-axis and there is no evidence of the triplet motif
in the orthogonal y − z plane at x = 12a, even at 50 K
(not shown). As discussed in the main article, the two
possible phases of the zig-zag configuration in the x = 12a
plane are degenerate and so should be equally probable.
The resulting probability for either interatomic vector at
1
2a ± 12b should be 50%, which is the same as in the av-
erage structure. Consequently, there should be no peak
at all in the ∆PDF, rather than two peaks both with
increased probability.
Another important observation is that these peaks are
approximately temperature-independent, persisting to
250 K even when all the other correlations along the x-
axis have disappeared (Fig. S12c). This implies that
they have nothing to do with the site occupation within
the ladders. An alternative hypothesis is that the peaks
are from the excess sodium ions that occupy interstitial
sites. Galy et al proposed two possible sites [17], one
of which is shown in Fig. S13. This is the octahedral
site that they label M2, which they consider to be the
FIG. S13. The monoclinic structure of β′-NaxV2O5 as pro-
posed by Galy al [17]. In addition to the sodium ions of
the β′-NaxV2O5 structure (green), they propose an additional
sodium site to accommodate excess ions (yellow), which they
label M2. It is shown as a Na2 site in the figure.
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most plausible to accommodate additional sodium ions.
Neighbouring M2 sites are indeed separated by (± 12± 120)
lattice units, and there are no other sites in the crystal
structure that share the same interatomic vectors. The
limited y-range of the x = ± 12a peaks would be consis-
tent with the low (∼18%) occupation of these additional
sites. A pinning of the phase of the zig-zag structure to
these interstitial sites provides a possible mechanism for
the frustration of long-range order. We therefore believe
these ∆PDF peaks represent strong, if perhaps not con-
clusive, evidence that the excess sodium ions occupy the
M2 sites.
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